Please refer to the TENDER FOR SUPPLY, DELIVERY, INSTALLATION, TESTING AND COMMISSIONING OF VIAL
PROCESSING UNIT AT KABETE PRODUCTION UNIT, Ref No. KVVPI-IT-01- 2019-2020 that was advertised on 12th June 2020.
We hereby issue this 2nd addendum giving clarification/amending the tender document as follows:
KEVEVEPI’s clarification/amendment to the tender.

Clarification/Amendment

1.

Please consider an extension of the tender closing date to be on
17.07. 2020, and The reason is the movement challenges as a
result of the Covid-19 restrictions worldwide. 03rd July, 2020 at
12.00pm EAT)

1.

New opening date amended to 17th July, 2020 at 12.00pm
E.A.T

2.

Sec. 3.18.1 Liquidated damages
Please review the maximum deduction from 10% to be
5%. The tender should be given 2 months’ notice prior
to termination

2.

3.18.1 If the tenderer fails to deliver and/or install any or all
of the items within the period(s) specified in the contract, the
procuring entity shall, without prejudice to its other remedies
under the contract, deduct from the contract prices
liquidated damages sum equivalent to 0.5% of the delivered
price of the delayed items up to a maximum deduction of 5%
of the delayed goods. Tenderers will be issued with threemonth notice period, after this the tenderer may consider
termination of the contract.

KEVEVEPI’s clarification/amendment to the tender.

Clarification/Amendment

3.

Section 3.8.4 Inspection and Tests
Kindly note that we ask you to delete sec 3.8.4 The
reason is that the machinery be tested twice in FAT test
in our Factory and in SAT test also and instillation in
Kenya , so as per contract will not be need for that as
that test should be already done in the Fat test and
signed with acceptance in FAT test by Kevevepi
engineers and our engineers ( signed and confirmed
after the machine pass all tests in FAT test in the
presence of all Kevevepi Team )

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

3.

Section 3.8.4 is deleted


However, inspection and tests will be undertaken during
the SAT and FAT by Kevevapi staff. Tenderers should
note the requirements stated in the technical
specifications will be applicable: WARRANTY: 2 YEARS
against manufacturer’s defects

